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strangers, pockets, walks, writes, loretta, filled, pencil, woman, grim, confetti, notebook, invent,

happenings, collins, floodlights, nomura, muse, torn, dingy, eye

00:05
I'm us Poet

00:06
Laureate Tracy K. Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:19
What's your stance on strangers? Do you speak in passing or give them their space? Are you the
person in seat five B, who strikes up a conversation with five

00:31
a,

00:32
or do you leave them to their Sudoku? I asked, because I'm torn. I'm fascinated by the way
strangers move through the world, what they seem to advertise about themselves or channel
without realizing it. For a long time, I accepted the common city wisdom of not looking strangers
in the eye. But finally, well, I couldn't help it. I wanted to meet their eyes with a look that silently
said, I see you there. And by the way, you're fabulous.

01:06
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In their way,

01:08
everyone is fabulous. Once when I was 26, and decked out and afer jacket and cowboy hat that I
bought that very evening at a thrift store, an older woman looked me up and down and said
simply, oh, Angel. I claimed it as a blessing. Today's poem Muse by Loretta Collins, chlobo of San
Juan, Puerto Rico, is a celebration of strangers. I like that it acknowledges the ways we sometimes
invent our own backstories for the people we only know from a distance. And I love how
beautifully it honors the supreme mystery, privacy and profound complexity in everyone. Muse by
Loretta Collins clova she always walks at the threshold of shadows under the awnings of the
locked car lot through floodlights of the war monument. Past clacking pool tables of confetti,
drink confetti, and the unlit storefront of Iglesia clo before I go late, under rain through night in
today. In the heat, she walks by L cuartel. De policia near botanicals and Gill skulls of Plaza
Mikado treading through demolished ruins of Roxy hotel, which once kept a carousel pony at its
doorway. white hair worn to her shoulders, a grim school girl face and a decade in the same
clothes and embroidered vest and Jean skirt. st dingy pockets filled like the children who pack
pockets with rice for pigeons, and the plus or they ademas are like my father, who plugged his
pockets with nuts. When myself starved a mother no longer ate meals. This woman fills up her
pockets with nubs the last morsel of pencils. As she walks she writes a notebook always in hand.
Untie me say the tennis shoes dangling over hi wires. Fear moto Nomura and Miss Paradis utters
a boarded up bank. It's your unlucky day, cries a lotto ticket booth. She walks and she writes,
always I wanted to know what station she was tuned to what she was observing, which
frequencies of dawn and casualties of dusk, memories of family last, chance happenings or
confessions filled her book. One day and out by sail, I almost collided with her. She held her
notebook open, like a preacher holds a Bible and I saw the pages many times and in many styles,
I had imagined her handwriting, constricted, cursive, shaky print or slanting loops. The pages were
shiny, slick with lead written on over and over again until letters merged into a solid sea of pencil
gloss, not one word decipherable. The slow down is a production of American public media in
partnership with the Library of

04:53
Congress and the Poetry Foundation.
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